Sports Uniform

**Years 3 – 5**
*Items required in addition to the PE Uniform if playing these sports*

**Interschool swimming**
- Seymour Bathers

**Minkey**
- Green socks
- Shin pads* (available from the Seymour Shop)
- Mouth guard* (available from the Seymour Shop)

**Soccer**
- Green socks
- Shin pads* (available from the Seymour Shop)

---

**Years 6 – 12**
*Items required for each Sport*

**Athletics**
- Sports polo
- Gym shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes) or spikes*
- Athletics Top (for Interschool Team, loaned from the College)

**Badminton**
*All teams*
- Sports polo
- Sports skirt
- Gym shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)

**Basketball**
*Senior AB, Mids AB*
- Basketball singlet (hired from the College)
- Basketball shorts (hired from the College)
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)
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All other teams

- Sports polo
- Navy shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)

Equestrian

- White short-sleeve or long-sleeve blouse
- Black Watch tartan tie
- Jumper
- Wet weather jacket
- Jodhpurs*
- Riding boots*
- Riding helmet*

Hockey

A, B teams

- Hockey top (hired from the College)
- Hockey skort
- Green socks
- Shin pads* (available from the Seymour Shop)
- Mouth guard* (available from the Seymour Shop)

All other teams

- Sports polo
- Sports skirt
- Gym shorts
- Green socks
- Shin pads* (available from the Seymour Shop)
- Mouth guard* (available from the Seymour Shop)

Netball

Senior A-D, 10 AB, 9 AB, 8 AB

- Netball bodysuit
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)

All other teams

- Sports polo
- Sports skirt
- Gym shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)
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Rowing

*All crews*
- Zoot Suit
- White Sports cap
- Leggings (optional)
- Green socks (optional)

Softball

*All teams*
- Sports polo
- Navy shorts
- Navy & White socks
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)
- White Sports cap
- White sliders* (optional)

Soccer

*Senior A, B teams*
- Soccer top (hired from the College)
- Navy shorts
- Green socks
- Soccer boots*

*All other teams*
- Sports polo
- Navy shorts
- Green socks
- Soccer boots*

Sports Aerobics
- Annual competition leotard (for competition)
- Leggings (optional)

Swimming
- Seymour Bathers
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**Tennis**
*All teams*
- Sports polo
- Sports skirt
- Gym shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)
- White Sports cap

**Volleyball**
*All teams*
- Sports polo
- Gym shorts
- Sports socks – crew with stripes or low-cut with stripes
- Predominantly white sports shoes* (not recreational shoes)

**Water Polo**
- Seymour Water Polo Bathers

*All items, unless indicated by an *, are to be purchased from the Seymour Shop*